(Thirteenth) Survey about quality of 3DXChat
Response Details

08

Answers

Skips

60

324

16%

84%

Comments

252,561,486

some suggestions. when i ignore an avatar and they have several in same account all should be put on ignore.
this would force people to make new accounts and more money made by you. i would like to be able to still see
the people i have on ignore due to the fact that i sometimes am dancing right on them. more clothes not winter
ones in summer months . should be able to change the colors of the baseballs caps to one color if i want. less
lost connections a DND button would be great so if i do not want people to talk to me i can put DND on (do no
disturb ) this feature is on another game i play and its great . thank you for your time. Bellaluna

Sunday, Jun 27th 4:07PM

252,560,439

3DX is the best game of its kind on the net but so many bugs and too little updates. Stability is Important of
course but a pose and clothing editor would really be nice to at least keep the jungle quiet for a while ;)

Sunday, Jun 27th 2:39PM

252,542,072

From my viewpoint as a hetero male -- Often, when I pop into a room, most of the female avatars are either
lesbian, taken (married/exclusive), or a Trans guy. In the last couple of weeks, it has been difficult to find a
woman to have a conversation with. Let me state that I Am Very Glad that 3dx is wonderfully inclusive toward
people who are bisexual, homosexual, trans, BDSM, dom/sub, etc!!! But, for many men here, that is not our
cup of tea. I am seriously considering whether to renew or not (DanStone)

Saturday, Jun 26th
2:44PM

252,540,991

Communication from devs is nearly non existent. The Suggestion part of the forums is completely pointless The
content update for male avi is trash level. Wouldn't recommend this game to other people in it's current state
and management

Saturday, Jun 26th
1:53PM

252,538,818

I'd like more update (at least once in a month)

Saturday, Jun 26th
10:14AM

252,519,928

Important comment: Thank you for your hard-work!

Friday, Jun 25th 2:26PM

252,511,138

Why can't we get import options from editors like Blender for rooms or objects?

Friday, Jun 25th 4:23AM

252,509,813

The game is very good with lots of potential, I like the social side. it just needs some features (in terms of
customizations for example), and a better communication from the developers.

Friday, Jun 25th 1:28AM

252,491,133

How about features such as auto speed variations during sex? Or sequencing sex moves? Moving right from
dancing to sex. Carrying a person from place to place. Being able to click on furniture or names through walls.
Room member list. Override a room that has names blocked.

Thursday, Jun 24th
3:38AM

252,484,320

Needs more bdsm

Wednesday, Jun 23rd
5:56PM

252,480,162

There is always a bit of disconnect between dev team and playerbase. But i feel like the polls on discord are
rather pointless. The features that get top votes are not even in development, instead other things that are
down the top points are. Example: Tails were the most voted thing, but we got bijouterie instead. Which is fine,
its great, but people were begging for nipple / vaginal piercings for a long time now. And those are not shown
on teasers so.. ^^' a bit of a letdown there.

252,468,805

It's a waste of time trying to communicate with 3DXChat's incompetent Gizmo & Lisa. They stopped caring years
ago and it's why the game is so pathetically lacking content-wise. 3DXChat should be 100% free to play in my
opinion.

Wednesday, Jun 23rd
12:43AM

252,468,549

We need more to do in game. We need more customization of our Avi's, We need Bug Fixes.

Wednesday, Jun 23rd
12:32AM

252,461,485

for the up above i said new features for game because overall i think it feels pretty stable. there aren't tons of
bugs that i encounter. but for the most part i think you guys (devs) do a good job of fixing things that are
bugged or don't work properly. something that just takes time and you guys continue to work on it and make it
better. thank you for that. unlike other people i think you guys want to make it better and are continuing to do
this. this has a bright future and i think you will see more and more people come to this game with more things
to do ect..

Tuesday, Jun 22nd
6:18PM

252,459,119

You guys are really doing a great job.

Tuesday, Jun 22nd
4:34PM

252,447,529

I would really love for more content to be added for Male. Females always tend to get more stuff and it
becomes unbalanced. If the game attracts men more, I feel they need the same level of content as women.

Tuesday, Jun 22nd
7:35AM

252,441,094

Overall, I am very happy with 3dx. It is a lot of fun and allowing independent creativity is an excellent idea. If
there was a clothes editor, I’m sure that it would be very successful!

Tuesday, Jun 22nd
12:01AM

252,440,763

I'm a builder, I usually push for more advanced world editor features, but at this time I think the game is facing
increased instability and bugs which need to be prioritized. Other than that, I love 3dx, keep up the good work!

Monday, Jun 21st
11:42PM

252,439,850

I think a pose editor would personally elevate this game to a level that nothing else can compete with, quickly
followed with much more clothes options... ALSO PIERCINGS PLEASE!!!

Monday, Jun 21st
11:02PM

252,439,742

I would also like to see more clothing and hair options for male characters.

Monday, Jun 21st
11:00PM

Wednesday, Jun 23rd
2:21PM

252,438,458

I love 3dx chat in terms of its graphics, animation and avatars. It is a social game so mostly it's about interaction
between avis. So far I think devs has done a great job on game and I have been enjoy since I joined the game
for 1 year and half. Knowing the team size behind this game, I think you guys are fantastic already. Maybe the
complains comes when boredom kicks in, where not everyone is that social. More interactive objects or some
mini games in game for peeps to earn golds is interesting and keep them busy :p Overall great job!
????????????????????????????????

Monday, Jun 21st
10:05PM

252,436,561

Thank you for taking the time to listen to customer feedback

Monday, Jun 21st 9:07PM

252,435,683

The hair choices are pretty terrible for women. Would be nice to see some higher quality mesh hair.

Monday, Jun 21st 8:17PM

252,434,853

Have recently been kicked out of game, and when attempting to log back in, game and short cut are gone from
laptop

Monday, Jun 21st 7:23PM

252,434,368

I am am in my 30s there are only two things that I would wear in this game and they are casual. nothing that i
would go out for a night on the town with. I am fashion forward and into luxury brands but so is most of the
population

Monday, Jun 21st 6:53PM

252,434,213

I feel like the game has good potential and strong points of being great. There are times where I feel like the
devs aren't listening. If the discord server was open to more people talking I think this would help us a lot to get
our message to the devs easier.

Monday, Jun 21st 6:39PM

252,434,068

More kink and fetish content should be available

Monday, Jun 21st 6:34PM

252,433,777

Where is not really an outlet for most people to give feedback

Monday, Jun 21st 6:17PM

252,433,690

Even tho the most avatar base is female.. try to just give something to male avatars.. like mroe fucking clothe
options!

Monday, Jun 21st 6:07PM

252,433,104

Lace panties disapearing in water is bug too

Monday, Jun 21st 3:35PM

252,430,890

Not bad we got rings and earrings... but the pirated version got these years ago. and the stockings are just like
those stockings from that server. maybe devs really need to focus on updating the game to beat the pirated
server---which is the only way also. But hey... it's a good start ain't it?

Monday, Jun 21st 4:12PM

252,430,742

The communication has always not been one of the best, seriously consider improving that.

Monday, Jun 21st 4:10PM

252,430,445

As a male player it's mildly annoying when every update that comes out generally focuses on either women
clothing or accessories. Additionally some male hair options that are shorter without being shaved would be
nice as well.

Monday, Jun 21st 3:58PM

252,429,761

There’s been somewhat of a lack of communication between updates. If we had the Dev’s checking in more
frequently and telling what their current projects, plans, and current goals, we could all feel at ease.

Monday, Jun 21st 3:24PM

252,428,405

Should just get moderators for your discord, across multiple time zones for better communication to the
community the forums sort of work but that's such a small player based responding that discord is just so big
everyone uses for most part at least a lot dedicated fans do. If you can hire an admin or two manage the
moderators for you guys.

Monday, Jun 21st 2:42PM

252,428,189

the sweat/wet body as a clothes option out of the character editor would be nice. shine look like a body oiled,
but i mean real sweat nipples piercing as showed months ago would be cool too, im waiting it af

Monday, Jun 21st 1:56PM

252,428,134

I'm generally satisfied with 3DX Chat, though greedily I believe we could always use more often updates and
improvements as it breathes fresh life into the game. I think 3DX would also benefit from more hair options and
more face types and face customization in general and also very important - maintaining, servicing and
constantly improving the world editor, as it's the most important tool creative and talented people use to create
the worlds and places we enjoy to meet up and spend a lot of time in.

Monday, Jun 21st 1:54PM

252,427,765

Please fix the breast physics issue!

Monday, Jun 21st 2:23PM

252,427,375

I have only been playing the game for about a month. My expierience is rather limited. Looking forward to what
it has to offer in the future and new in game developments.

Monday, Jun 21st 2:07PM

252,427,297

Please make the Hat‘s turnable. Would be so nice to have them backwards :)

Monday, Jun 21st 2:06PM

252,426,714

Need to get back old Rochi mod to add print and colors to all chlothes, opacity slider, clock in top corner,
sharing Xgold between users, boob more custom they look all same, Tv working to watch movie in rooms

Monday, Jun 21st 1:45PM

252,426,434

First, I have been a player on 3dx since Jan of 2020, and I am on pretty much every day. I think more avatar
customization in either look (pointed ears, tails, wings, etc) and cloths/jewelry can only make the game more
enjoyable. But I wanted to say something about your final question above. I have been on 3dx a year and a half
and felt kind of like I was "out of touch" with developers until recently when I had a friend on 3dx tell me about
3dx discord server. I think you guys should advertise your discord in game somehow, so people know about it. I
didn't even know about it. Now that I joined, I see what you guys are doing, and I can take this survey, and I just
feel more a part of what's going on with something play pretty much every single day. I would suggest trying to
advertise more, maybe in world, about the discord server and encouraging people to join to have a more active
role in 3dx, if they want. Thanks for all you do :)

Monday, Jun 21st 1:24PM

252,426,338

maybe open a suggestion section in discord, limmit the post'n to like every hour or more to help prevent floods
and dumbass's, do it on a test basis, let people know its a test, it proves to be too unruley just close it.

Monday, Jun 21st 1:30PM

252,426,323

I am figuring that if the ladies can get their breasts all jiggly, us men can get our cocks out of Viagra mode.
Please provide a soft cock option, especially if we are just walking around. Also, the pose selections should be
much more clearer. If a man wants to be with a shemale, then there should be shemale/male poses. This
should be included in the pose menu options. M/F, M/M, Shemale/Male, Shemale/F.

Monday, Jun 21st 1:34PM

252,425,995

Please, you have men playing with men avatars. Please add content for them. When you add for the ladies,
please think of us adding the male version. For example, I saw a couple of days ago that you will probably, add
a ring and earrings. Some men wear rings (at least for the wedding it would make sense), as well as earrings or
rings. Thanks in advance. More content, rp clothes, for both sexes would be nice. Finally your question:
"Developers should focus on... *" is a bit disingenuous. We need both. That the bugs are solved is your
problem and your work and more content.

Monday, Jun 21st 1:05PM

252,425,267

Hello, I am Aloce, I'm been playing for... I don't remember... 5 to 7 years? I miss a better communication, I
understand things can be hard to do, but a few words from staff helps a lot to feel some situations better, so I
understand some problems take time, please try to be there more often "with us". Finally, I think more updates
more often is needed, even if the updates are very small, makes us feel the developers care a lot more about
the game.

Monday, Jun 21st 1:00PM

252,425,176

Mostly covered with the above questions, but one thing if possible please add it, which is working TV in the
game for viewing movies etc etc. But I must say whatever is done till now by the devs is pretty good and kudos
to them.

252,423,847

Developers should focus on both new features and bug fixes

252,422,920

I have only been playing for a month but I have not found a lot of bug so, good job.

252,421,754

0 communication, sad. I feel like the devs in this game should be closer to their community. It’s a small game
not like world of Warcraft. I think we can deal with the bugs but it’s still important to fix them, they aren’t that
annoying (the clothes bug). Devs should really step up and focus on content. I think giving much more
customisation options, not to the point of having so many like the sims, but maybe the possibility to have
avatars that can be more fat, add tails for role players and more fetish poses. Feet, BDSM, adult nursing,
leash. Also need soft cock, should be quick to implement

252,421,690

I absolutely love this game and the community, im fine with how your handling things with bugs and it never
ruins my experience though obviously would be nice if they were not there, i hope you know you guys really
make a difference in a lot of peoples life's, thank you ❤

252,421,370

I like the fact that after the lovense update they started showing more things that they are working on. It's nice
to see they are working on bringing new things to us.

252,420,474

Developers should be more engaging with every person who joins 3dxchat not a selected few. especially those
who have been playing for years. It seems some developers like to pick favorites and favoritism has not been
good for planet Earth. If developers listen to every consumers feedback 3dxchat can be at the top when it
comes to adult games. 3dxchat is #1 in my book and i can't wait to see it at #1.

Monday, Jun 21st 9:55AM

252,420,230

Its gotten a lot better showing updates and adding new stuff so its going into a great way

Monday, Jun 21st 9:51AM

252,420,190

Communication has definitely gotten better over the years, but still leaves things to be desired. The game still
has many, and by now very old, bugs too that really would help a ton if they got fixed. The de-syncing being
one of my personal top ones. And please add a nurse outfit, I can't believe the game still doesn't have a nurse
outfit!

Monday, Jun 21st 9:29AM

252,420,051

I sent Lisa some recommandations from Discord and never got a response.

Monday, Jun 21st 9:33AM

252,419,782

but, commiuncation is improving! Suggestion: make updates regulair! like every month. Then do not push 20
new things in but less.. Advantage: - Less bugs to solve after a big update - Customers know an update is
coming, it gives the feeling of an active development team. That enhenches game feeling :)

Monday, Jun 21st 9:30AM

252,413,023

I think the bugs and lack of a few of the things people have been asking for keeps this game from being what it
ultimately could be. I think the Devs take advantage of the fact this is the best product out there and are lazy
with addressing pressing issues like disconnects and desyncs in game. They're getting out of hand to be
honest. Great game but could be soo much better in my opinion.

Monday, Jun 21st
12:38AM

252,409,440

There are a lot of M/M anal poses that are not available for M/F(MTF) that I'd really appreciate having. Also a
better indication of F poses that would have me lose my dick - even better a preset on my profile to indicate
such specifics and that subsequently all poses not corresponding to that setting would be disabled - or come
with a clear warning, for the partner as well. Sex poses with kissing. Please stop seeing sex poses as pure porn
poses, but more as human interaction poses. I wanne be kissed and touched while I get banged. ;) Being able
to walk around hand in hand when you partnered someone. Rainbow knitted stockings since it's Pride month,
come on! Decade inspired pieces of clothing to go to dance venues in a proper attire. Leg warmers, jeans
overalls, slouch socks, leggings that reach mid-calf to wear under a skirt for the 80s; elephant pipes and
sleeves, swing, flower power, jumper dresses for the 60s; flare trousers and bell-sleeves for the 70s.... A plaid
skirt with blue in; a pair of those shorts you can change the color of (like you can with that one pair of jeans).
More flat shoe options than just the sneakers, like nice sandals. Maybe boots that are calf height (cowboy
boots) or biker boots. More short hair options with color shifts - love the pixie cut but it is old style, would be
nice to get an upgrade on it with nicer texture and an option to colour the fringe part differently And PLEASE
give the guys more clothes options at last.

Sunday, Jun 20th 7:55PM

252,398,404

Need in game mods.

Sunday, Jun 20th 1:08AM

Monday, Jun 21st
12:56PM

Monday, Jun 21st
12:04PM
Monday, Jun 21st
11:31AM

Monday, Jun 21st
10:42AM

Monday, Jun 21st
10:40AM

Monday, Jun 21st
10:30AM

